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TECHNICAL RIDER 

1  GENERAL INFORMATION 

This rider contains technical information and should be passed to the personnel, responsible for 
technical equipment of the show. 

The band IGNEA plays heavy music, requiring a high level of sound pressure (volume) on the venue. 
Front of house and monitor audio systems should reproduce the signal loudly, without any overdrive or 
distortions. 

The band requires full soundcheck, no shorter than one hour long starting from the moment of ready 
setup. Soundcheck should be provided before the doors open or during the other act’s stage time, if 
the performance takes place on a festival with multiple stages. Line check during changeover is 
absolutely impossible. During the soundcheck all personnel working with the band should be 
persistent at the venue, including promoter, organizer, production manager, sound engineer, light 
engineer, riggers, stage hands etc. 

The band’s performance duration should be discussed before the concert itself. Situations, in which 
promoter is asking to shorten the discussed program, will be ignored and considered fully the 
promoter’s fault. The band uses a continuous playback system with automatic patch change, and fast 
forwarding or changing to any other song of the program is absolutely impossible. The band requires 
a 10 to 15 minutes changeover time. 

After the final equipment is selected, the band should be provided with fulfilled sound offer using the 
template, provided with this Rider.
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2  FOH 
Selection of audio system, mixing console and effects is upon the venue’s or promoter’s hands, but 
there are some requirements: 

- Mixing console should have no less than 16 channels; 

- 5 channels of comp/gate; 

- 2 Multi-FX units OR 2 reverbs and 1 delay. 

If a digital mixer containing internal FX modules is being used, there is no need in analog comp/gate 
and effect units. Commutation information is contained in the input list in the end of this Rider.

3 MONITORING 
The band requires 4 monitoring lines, 2 on the left-hand side of the stage (from hall view), 1 on right-
hand side, 1 spare for drummer. Initial monitor mixes to begin with should be built using the input list 
below this rider, with equal mixes in both left wedges and muted drummer monitor. If the venue has 
sidefills, their mix should correspond to wedge mix of the same side of stage. Vocalist and drummer 
normally use IEM systems with mix being formed in the band’s playback machine.

4  GUITAR EQUIPMENT 
One guitar half-stack with quality high-gain amp head powered at 100 W or higher, and 4x12 cab. 
Combos and practice amps are absolutely inappropriate. 

It is very desirable to restrain from Marshall and Mesa Boogie amps. 

Preferred amp head models include, but not limited to: 

Peavey 5150 (6505, 6505+, 6543, EVH 5150 III etc), 
Egnater Vengeance, PRS Archon, Randall Satan, Randall Diavlo, 
REVV Generator 120. 

Preferred amp cabinet models may be matching to the head, or also be of these models: 
 
MESA Boogie Recto Cab, 
MESA Boogie Recto Oversized Cab, 
HESU 4x12,  
Orange 412. 
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It is desirable to place the half-stack on a 30-50 cm riser, to place the ears of guitar player in the zone 
of optimal sound pressure instead of his butt. 

5 BASS EQUIPMENT 
Bass stack with a 8x10 or 6x10 cabinet, powered at 350W or more. Bass signal gets to the amp 
heavily effected and distorted, so it may be sent to FOH from amp’s DI output only. 

6 DRUMS 
Drum kit should be placed on a sturdy 30 to 50 cm high riser, suitable for placing a full drumkit on it. 
The drummer needs following gear: 

- Kick drum (20-22’’); 

- One rack tom and one floor tom; 

- Snare drum, suitable for metal; 

- New and tuned drum heads; 

- Hi-hat stand; 

- Cymbal stands (crash, crash+splash, ride+bell, china); 

- Three felts on each cymbal stand for two cymbals; 

- Bolt-on cymbal clamps. The clampy-clamp ones are falling off, so they are not suitable; 

- Good drum throne with height adjustment. 

7 MICROPHONES 
Two wired vocal microphones — Shure Beta 58A, SM58 or alike. 

8 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 
  Straight vocal mic stand with black saucer base; 

Boomed mic stand; 
Keyboard stand and second level stand with adjustable angle; 
Small sturdy stand or case for playback machine; 
Stereo DI-box. 
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9  STAGE PLOT 

10 INPUT LIST 

CH USE FOR MIC/DI* FX MON

1 Kick Shure Beta 52A / Audix D6 Gate+Comp Both

2 Snare Shure SM57 / Audix i5 Gate+Comp+Rev Both

3 Rack Tom Audix D2 Gate+Comp

4 Floor Tom Audix D4 Gate+Comp

5 Hi Hat Shure SM81 / any similar condenser mic Both

6 Ride Shure SM81 / any similar condenser mic

7 OH L Shure SM81 / any similar condenser mic

8 OH R Shure SM81 / any similar condenser mic

9 Bass DI L

10 Guitar Shure SM57 / Audix i5 Both

11 Playback L DI-box Both

12 Playback R DI-box Both

13 Vocal Main Shure Beta 58A Comp+Rev+Dly Both

14 Vocal Backing Shure Beta 58A Comp R
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